Bar Tabs

Bar Tabs work by offering your customers the choice of using a Bar Tab
card each time they come to the bar to make a purchase.

Bill Splitting

Ideal POS System manages bill splitting seamlessly with the operator
choosing to select specific items for separate payment.

Customer Loyalty

Ideal POS System’s built-in Customer Loyalty is extremely versatile,
allowing you to choose which POS terminals offer loyalty. Points can
also be offered on specific items that might be part of a promotion.

DVR Security Interface

Send sales data ‘Live’ to Digital Video Recording equipment to match
image data with POS transactions.

Electronic Journal

With Ideal POS System's Electronic Journal, you can quickly and easily
recall the details of previous transactions. All sales transactions have a
unique audit number, with the date, time and the name of the operator
who processed the sale.

SQL Database

As standard, Ideal POS System runs in Peer-to-Peer mode using locally
stored MS SQL Express Database. Larger sites can take advantage of
Packet Filtering to prevent data being sent to
various terminals.

Stock and Sales
Reports

All reports are calculated in real-time providing the most up to date
information. You can easily access historical data by entering a
from-and-to date range, or selecting from the calendar.

Stock Control

Multi-Location Stock Control with data being sent in ‘Real-Time’. You
can do a partial stock-take and only count specific items, and/or stocktake one location at a time. Every completed stock-take is archived
to allow you to go back and re-print your stock-take variance and
valuation reports.

Table Map

With the Graphical Table Layout, you can see at a glance the
status of each table.

Email Facility

Customer Tax Invoices and Statements can be sent directly to your
customers using Ideal POS System’s built-in Email Server. Purchase
Orders can also be emailed directly to your Suppliers.

Table Server

When a table is accessed in Ideal POS System, the table is
locked to prevent other operators from deleting or transferring
data from the table.

Employee Log

Ideal POS System includes Employee Logging as standard with the
ability to enter the average hourly rate for each staff member so you can
compare your sales to your labour costs.

Touchscreen Design

You’ll never run out of space or memory to program your entire
menu into Ideal POS System.

Gift Vouchers

Gift Vouchers can be sold with the dollar value and name recorded
within Ideal POS System. Gift Vouchers can be partially redeemed
and you can track unredeemed vouchers.

Ideal Handheld

Using our Ideal Handheld ordering software, you can take an order from
your customers while they are sitting at the poker machine by swiping
their membership card to earn points.

Integrated EFTPOS

Selected EFTPOS terminals can be interfaced directly to Ideal POS
System to eliminate operator mistakes and improve speed of service.

Item Alert Levels

Ideal POS System will alert the operator when entering an order if an
item is sold out.

Kitchen Monitor

Replace traditional Kitchen Printers with easy to read Kitchen Monitors.
Summarise orders to quickly accumulate similar items.

Kitchen Printing

A wide range of both Serial and Ethernet thermal and dot matrix printers
are supported including IdealPOS, Epson, Citizen, Star, Samsung and
more.

Menu Programming

Ideal POS System steps the operator through menus, with the menu
adjusting the price according to the number of selections made. This
reduces the time taken to program the menu with all the unique options,
and it is easy to maintain one set of products.

MYOB Accounting
Interface

Send reconciled banking totals and supplier purchase data seamlessly
to MYOB Accounting Software via a direct ODBC Database
Connection. General Ledger accounts in MYOB are linked to Sales &
Purchase Categories in Ideal POS System.

Order Entry

Ideal POS System supports various types of order entry, including sit
down table service, pay at the counter, drive-through, beeper and order
number stand entry.

Peer-to-Peer
Networking

Using our very own IPS Client Software, a true Peer-to-Peer Networking
Technology to synchronize POS Data across a Multi-Terminal POS
Network.

Promotions

Promotions are a feature in the software that automatically applies a
discount without the operator remembering to press a discount key at
the end of the sale.

Recipe Costing

Calculate the cost of each meal by entering the recipes into Ideal POS
System.

RFID Clerk Security

Set permissions by Clerk for specific types of functions including voids,
refunds, discount, price over-rides and more. POS transactions are
recorded for each Clerk in the Electronic Journal and Activity Log.

Reservations

Manage your reservations with Ideal POS System’s fully integrated
Reservations Module.

idealpos it Series POS Terminals
12” or 15” LCD Touch Panel
High Performance
Available in Stainless Steel
or Black Bezel
All-in-one Design for Pole
Mount or Standard Base
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Ideal Business Software Pty Ltd
Unit 13/212 Curtin Avenue West, Eagle Farm, QLD 4009
PO Box 3128, Newstead, QLD 4006
Phone 07 3630 2016
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POS SOlutiOnS

Ideal POS System v5.5 –
Touch Screen POS Software
designed specifically for
Cafes, Restaurants and
Food Outlets, allowing
you to operate more
efficiently and increase both
customer service
and business profits.

Smart Choice
You will be able to serve your customers faster and process orders from any terminal,
even wireless handhelds. Ideal POS System is capable of tracking an unlimited number
of different selling products; identify your best or worst sellers and profitable/nonprofitable items. You will be able to control stock levels, automate re-order levels and
update your selling prices without bringing the POS terminals offline.
Utilizing a dependable Microsoft SQL Database and a sophisticated Peer-to-Peer
Networking Technology, Idealpos is the smart choice for your Business. The combined
Idealpos Software and Hardware solution ensures a reliable, robust POS solution with
an offering of various Idealpos Touch POS Terminals to choose from.

POS Screen
Our experience has shown that
businesses that upgrade from
a conventional cash register
with limited functionality to our
advanced Ideal POS System
instantly see an increase in
their profits. Why? The reason
is simple. We’ll show you how
to maintain and program your
POS Screen layouts to suit your
menu and meal options without
complicating and increasing
the time it takes to process an
order. Your staff won’t forget to
charge for the extras or forget to ‘upsell’, as the POS terminal will guide them stepby-step through the choices to offer to your customers.
You can design the layout of the POS Screen to make it easy to use and allow you
to serve your customers quickly and easily. You’ll never run out of space or memory
to program your entire menu into Ideal POS System. From the main screen, you can
program up to 9 layers with 54 buttons on each layer. Each button can open up
more lists of items and so on. Choose from alphabetically sorted menus, each with
their own choice of back colour, font colour, font style and size. You can program
new menus in advance and load them on the day your new menu is implemented. A
breakfast, lunch and dinner menu can also be created to separate the items and only
display which items can be sold for that time of the day.

H O S P i tA l i t Y P O S S O l u t i O n S

Kitchen Printing
Kitchen Printers are managed entirely within Ideal POS
System, allowing notification of print jobs that have failed
due to the printer running out of paper, a paper jam or if the
power is switched off. The operator can choose from a list
of backup printers to redirect the print job to. A wide range
of both Serial and Ethernet thermal and dot matrix printers
are supported including IdealPOS, Epson, Citizen, Star,
Samsung and more. You can program an item to be sent
to a maximum of six printers simultaneously with each POS terminal
having its own kitchen printer options. For example, your restaurant may have an
upstairs bar and downstairs bar, with each bar serving the same items, so depending
on where the item was sold, Ideal POS System will direct the kitchen docket to the
respective printer.

Integrated EFTPOS
EFTPOS terminals can be interfaced directly to Ideal POS
System to eliminate operator mistakes and improve speed
of service. When customers choose to pay by EFTPOS,
simply select an EFTPOS tender to finalise the sale and
the EFTPOS software will complete the process and
print the receipts. A cash-out question can be enabled
for businesses who offer this facility.

Kitchen Monitor
With Ideal Kitchen Monitor you can display all your orders on one screen. The
Orders can be resized to fit most Screen Resolutions and you have the option to
summarise all orders to quickly add all similar items together. For Restaurant
orders, you can split the order into Groups and bump them off the screen
once they are prepared. Visual Alerts can be configured at various times to
warn the Chefs when customers have been waiting for their meals for too long!

Reports
Ideal POS System has a wide range of stock and sales reports to choose from.
All reports are calculated in real-time providing the most up to date information.
You can easily access historical data by entering a from-and-to date range,
or selecting from the calendar.

